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09/03/2014-----------------------------
-group meeting from 1330 to 1530
-trio programming from 1400 to 1500
---------------------------------------

10/03/2014-----------------------------
-Spent about 2.5 hours on the following:

-> create view for a new chart
--invlovled adding the required HTML

-> add required javascript hide and show the chart as well as plot it
-> add controller code that retrieves the JSON for the new chart
-> add the model function that queries the database

--query does not properly formatted at this point
---------------------------------------

15/03/2014-----------------------------
-spent ~2 hours:

-> working in analytics/model/analytics.php to build a new SQL query for
a new pie chart that will display the number of incidents per country.
-> starting to streamline javascript in controller 

---------------------------------------

16/03/2014-----------------------------
-group meeting from 12:30-14:30
-prep for presentation
-discussion about d3
-julian and charlie worked on integrating d3
-julian and I worked on building SQL queries
-I worked on reducing redundant code in /analytics/controllers/analytics_json.php

-> added arguments to functions to allow functions to be passed as
parameters rather than copying the function code for every chart we want to
generate. 

----------------------------------------

18/03/2014------------------------------
- Spent about 3 hours preparing for the part B presentation. This involved taking 
screenshots of code changes and writing relevant descriptions as well as writing 
slides that describe issues we had encountered as well as our goals moving forward
----------------------------------------

20/03/2014------------------------------
-pair programming with julian from 11:30-13:30
-looked at what files need to be modified to add filters
-looked at how to grab categories for filters

-> grabbing from database
-> inspected the filtering in the reports tab
-> discussed what we want to allow users to filter
-> discussed how we would deal with charts that require specific x and y 

----------------------------------------

22-23/03/2014---------------------------
-todo:

->get a working version of julians code
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-> integrate my changes
-> ask Ushahidi dev  about what kind of visualizations they think would be
valuable
-> look at adding filters


